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Abstract

A recent review of artificial intelligence applications in nuclear power plants (NPP)
diagnostics and fault detection finds that mostly expert systems (ES) and artificial neural
networks (ANN) techniques were researched and proposed, but the number of actual
implementations in NPP diagnostics systems is very small. It lists the perceived obstacles to the
ANN-based system acceptance and implementation. This paper analyses this list. Some of ANN
limitations relate to "quantitative" difficulties of designing and training large-scale ANNs. The
availability of an efficient large-scale ANN training algorithm may alleviate most of these
concerns. Other perceived drawbacks refer to the "qualitative" aspects of ANN acceptance - how
and when can we rely on the quality of the advice given by the ANN model. Several techniques
are available that help to brighten the "black box" image of the ANN. Analysis of the trained
ANN can identify the significant inputs. Calculation of the Causal Indices may reveal the
magnitude and sign of the influence of each input on each output. Both these techniques increase
the confidence of the users when they conform to known knowledge, or point to plausible
relationships. Analysis of the behavior of the neurons in the hidden layer can identify false ANN
classification when presented with noisy or corrupt data. Auto-associative NN can identify faulty
sensors or data. Two examples of the ANN capabilities as possible diagnostic tools are given,
using NPP data, one classifying internal reactor disturbances by neutron noise spectra analysis,
the other identifying the faults causes of several transients. To use these techniques the ANN
developers need large amount of training data of as many transients as possible. Such data is
routinely generated in NPP simulators during the periodic qualification of NPP operators. The
IAEA can help by encouraging the saving and distributing the transient data to developers of
ANN diagnostic system, to serve as benchmarks in Verification and Validation tests, and as
"Confidence Building Measures" of the ANN diagnostics and fault detection potential.

Introduction

Artificial neural networks (ANN) modeling techniques were suggested as viable solutions
to diagnostic and fault identification issues in nuclear power plants (NPP) as early as
1988 [1]. Professor Unrig published the first results in transient identification in NPP in
1989, [2], and remained active since then in this area. The International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) has reviewed the feasibility of expert systems (ES) and ANN applications
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in NPP safety systems in some of it's Expert Group meetings since 1988, and several
papers were presented on possible ANN-based systems. [3-11]. A recent IAEA meeting
on NPP instrumentation and control systems recognized their potential usefulness and
recommended their development and implementation [12]. However, reviewing the
recent publications in this area shows that the number of actual implementations in NPP
is very small. Most of the published papers are still from the academic community,
universities and national research institutes, with only occasional co-operation with
electrical utility personnel, the ultimate users.

A recent review of artificial intelligence (AI) applications in NPP diagnostics and fault
detection by Reifman [13] finds that mostly ES and ANN techniques were researched and
proposed. It reviews and classifies 95 publications (of which 33 were ANN-based), and
presents most of the issues that are involved in the Al-based applications in the nuclear
power industry. It covers mainly work published in American technical journals and
conferences up to 1995, thus some relevant European or recent work were not included.

This paper lists new ANN-based NPP diagnostics developments and some earlier papers
not reviewed by Reifman. It then discusses the possible obstacles to the ANN-based
system acceptance and implementation listed in [13]. It describes the challenges facing
system developers, and suggests some solutions. Examples of the ANN capabilities as
possible diagnostic tools are given, as well as description of some techniques to increase
the ANN modeling robustness and reliability.

Recent ANN diagnostics implementations review

A search of the INIS data base up to the end of 1996 has revealed about 300 hundred
papers concerning the use of ANN-based systems in NPPs. Additional papers were
published in the technical literature in 1997-8. Of course not all of them deal with
diagnostics, as several papers deals with off-line NPP-related issues such as fuel reload
optimization, power and heat distribution in the fuel elements, fault detection in fuel
elements or steam header welds. Most of the new papers that describe actual
implementations in NPPs come from the Republic of Korea and Japan, long active in this
area. Some of the ANN related papers from these countries, which were not included in
reference 10, and new papers are listed as references, [14-41]. An encouraging feature in
these papers is the affiliation of some of the authors with large industrial companies or
electrical utilities, and not only with universities or research institutes, as in the USA and
Europe. It indicates readiness to consider ANN-based diagnostics in real NPP
implementation.

Frequently asked questions in ANN modeling

The theory and practice of ANN modeling are described in many books and journal
articles, and it is assumed that there is no need to repeat it in this paper. After
enumerating the ANN applications, Reifman cites in his review the limitations and
drawbacks of the ANN technology: (The numbers in parenthesis are mine, to facilitate
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later reference) [ref. 13, pp. 80-81].

" (1) The training process is time consuming and needs large amount of training data, the
quality of which strongly affects the success of the approach.
(2) Neural networks are also difficult to train when many categories of transients are to be
identified.
(3) As the number of variables m in the problems increases, the complexity increases
faster than a polynomial of order m.
(4) Difficulties in differentiating some transient that exhibit similar behavior in almost all
the process variables have also been reported.
(5) Scale up is more difficult in expert systems and involves extending the input and
output nodes, reconstructing the ANN architecture and re-training the entire system from
scratch.
(6) When new transient data are made available, incremental learning does not seem to be
possible with most types of ANNs.
(7) Unlike expert systems, ANN lacks explanation facilities and cannot explain the
decision path of the underlying knowledge base.
(8) The advantage of the ANN to generalize from trained examples and perform
inferences when the input data are beyond the scope their knowledge (in other words, the
ability of ANNs to always provide an answer) has negative consequences. For example, a
feed forward network might incorrectly give a classification answer with high confidence
for a new type of transient on which it has never been trained.
(9) The necessity to anticipate all possible transient scenarios and use them for training is
another limitation of the use of ANNs as transient classification tools".

Later in his review Reifman deals with specific issues of process diagnostic advisory
systems, and describes the different AI approaches and possible solutions to these issues,
[Ref. 13, pp. 87-92]:
" a. Multiple-Component faults
b. Limited instrumentation
c. Transient dynamics
d. Propagation of disturbances
e. Corrupted signal observation
f. Verification and validation
g. Portability
h. Scalability".

As will be shown in the following sections, advanced ANN training and analysis
techniques may solve some of these issues. What challenges do the NPP diagnostics
system designers face when they try to implement these techniques are discussed in the
final section.

ANN training issues

The ANN limitations (1-5) in the preceding list relate to the known difficulties of
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designing and training large ANNs. The availability of efficient large-scale ANN training
algorithm may alleviate most of these concerns. Guterman developed a Principal
Component Analysis - Conjugate Gradient (PCA-CG) algorithm which calculates from
the training data a non-heuristic estimate of the number of processing elements, "neurons"
are needed in the hidden layer, and starts the training with non-random connection
weights. It was shown to reduce by a factor of 30-50 the number of epochs needed for
training several benchmark models. [42]. This algorithm was incorporated in a
commercial software in 1992 [43]. Several applications of this algorithm to large-scale
modeling of industrial plants [44-46], instrumentation spectra analysis [47-50], and
quantitative structure - activity relationship (QSAR) [51] were published since 1992,
establishing the practical feasibility of training ANNs with hundreds of inputs and outputs
on a PC machine. The constant increase in the available computing power and speed
should make the use of this algorithm even more suitable to the large scale modeling
necessary for solving the NPP diagnostics system training issues.

The incremental training (issue no. 6) is more complex. Adding it to the original data and
retraining may incorporate data of new operating regions, with no change in the basic
system model. The are ways to generate appropriate representative "old" data, if the
original training data is no longer available [52]. In their recent work, Nabeshima and co-
workers [41] show that the ANN can learn the different behavior of an NPP in different
phases of the fuel burnup, by re-training on-line with a database containing progressively
more recent data than older data.

The missing explanation facility (issue no. 7) can be found in the various knowledge
extraction techniques. One of them, the Causal Index (CI) method [53], is easily
implemented by analysis of the trained ANN. It provides an indication of the magnitude
and sign of the global relationship between each input and output. If the global
relationship is not detailed enough, some of the input values may be replaced by fuzzy
membership function values. Thus three or five times the number of inputs would be
used, depending on the desired granularity. The CI would be then calculated from the
larger trained ANN, thus getting different CI values of the low, medium and high ranges
of the inputs.

Another method is the extraction of logical rules from the analysis of the trained ANN
[54]. If combined with the identification of the more relevant inputs, it can provide
explanation of much of the ANN prediction and classification results. It then may be the
basis of backward-chaining expert system, checking for the existence of the conditions
necessary for the specific transient, to verify the ANN prediction. Hybrid ANN, AI and
modeling combinations are reported to increase the system acceptance and the confidence
in its robustness [55].

This leads us to the next issue, the ability of the ANN to admit it's ignorance and not
mislead the operator with false identification of events not in the training data. As
reported in [13], there are ANN architectures that give an estimate of the confidence in
it's predictions and thus say "I do not know". If the hybrid explanation facility mentioned
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in the previous section is employed, the danger of "false positives" is reduced. Good
classification ANN has a typical "binary" pattern of the outputs of the neurons in the
hidden layer. If the pattern is unusual, it helps detecting some of the doubtful
identifications, [54].

The number of possible faults and transients is of course very large, and there is the
problem of accumulating enough training data (issue 10). The incremental training
facility gives the possibility to continuously upgrade the diagnostic ANN, ensuring, at
least, that a new transient or event that occurred in some NPP will be recognized in the
future in other NPPs. The nuclear power industry is unique in possessing elaborate
simulators, used to train NPP operators to identify and correct any simulated faults and
transients. As these simulators are in use every day, with operator teams from different
NPP, there is a possibility of collecting a large number of training data of the NPP
response to simulated, known, faults or multiple faults in every phase of the NPP
operation range.

Specific diagnostic issues

Some of the specific diagnostic issues were already covered in the preceding section.
Issue b, the limited instrumentation, is amenable to ANN modeling, using the "virtual
instrument" concept. Such an "instrument" measurement can be learned off line from
laboratory data, calculated variable from thermodynamic tables, material or energy
balances [45]. When necessary, the ANN predicted value of this variable might be
monitored.

Issue e, corrupted signal observation, may be dealt with by the auto-associative neural
network architecture, in which all inputs are also presented to the ANN output. Any
deviation between the real and predicted instrument reading can be investigated and when
necessary, the predicted value would be considered the correct one [20]. It was shown
[21] that even simultaneous two-sensor failure can be detected.

Issue f, verification and validation, has dogged the development of any AI application in
NPP. In ES, all rules have to be thoroughly checked out. The situation in the ANN is
better, if the database generation and training are carried out as recommended in the
previous sections. A recent paper addresses this issue, and the conclusion is that"... given
the present maturity of the technology, acceptable safety cases might be formulated in the
area of operator advisory systems designed to reduce accident frequencies
Nevertheless, Al-based systems should be treated with caution - further research is
required into suitable designs and safety demonstration techniques." [56].

The two last issues, Portability and Scalability, are much more easily dealt with when
ANN are used, compared with ES systems. The actual size of the ANN is minimal, just
the connection weight matrix and the input/output scaling values. Thus there are no
software compatibility issues. The computing platform requirements are also trivial, as
most of the computational effort is off-line during the training phase, so modest speed
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and storage memory are needed for the on-line monitoring.

Examples of the advanced ANN application to NPP data

hi my earlier presentations, the advanced ANN application examples were demonstrated
using industrial plant data, [44,57]. Two examples of the ANN capabilities are shown
now using real and simulated NPP data.

The first example classifies abnormal reactor internal state using neutron noise spectra
analysis, measured in the NIOBE boiling facility at the HOR research reactor in the
Netherlands, [52]. In the ANN training, an initial 128-64-3 structure was used, with
automatic pruning by a "forgetting" constant. The final ANN structure was 14-5-3, and
causal knowledge was extracted by analysis of the surviving connection weights [58]. As
the required number of data presentations (epochs) was in the order of tens of thousands,
a super-computer was needed to achieve a reasonable training time.

Using 1050 examples of spectra of the same data, provided by Kozma and his co-
workers, the CG-PCA algorithm trained a 128-3-3 ANN to classify the three reactor
states. Several hundreds of epochs were needed on a PC machine from 26 training
examples of neutron noise auto power spectral density of each state. Seven re-trainings
after the progressive elimination of the less relevant inputs yielded a 7-3-3 ANN, still
capable of perfect classification of the training data. The ANN then classified the rest of
the data. Some of the classification results were ambiguous, identifying a class with
uncertainty (output value less than 0.7, or two outputs with values higher than 0.7). The
results of both ANN classifications are shown in Table 1.

ANN

Class 1
Class2
Class3
sum

Full
outl

1
0
0

out2
0
1
0

out3
0
0
1

#cases
502
111
377
990

Doubtful

sum

0
1
0
1

0
1
1
0

0
0
1
1

9
45
1
5
60

Reduced
outl

1
0
0

out2
0
1
0

out3
0
0
1

#cases
495
160
349
1004

0
1
0
1

0
1
1
0

0
0
1
1

14
9
3
20
46

Table 1: Classification of the reactor core state by the ANN outputs

To improve the correct classification rate, the "binary" patterns of the outputs of the
neurons in the hidden layer were analyzed, by examining the connection weights from the
(supposedly) binary hidden neurons to the output neurons (Table 1). As there are three
hidden neurons in the trained ANNs, up to eight possible binary patterns are possible.
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Multiplying each pattern by the connection weight vector, (at the lower part of the table)
and summing the results with the bias value, the predicted outputs are compared. (Table
2).

ANN
Pattern

Class 1
Class 1
Class2
Class2
Class3
Class3

sum

Full
hidl

0
1
0
1
0
1

hid2

1
1
0
1
0
0

hid3

0
0
1
1
0
0

#cases

438
61
100
20

379
9

1013

Doubtful

sum

0
1

1
0

1
1

25
12

37

Reduced
hidl

0

0

1

hid2

1

0

1

hid3

0

0

1

#cases

502

153

357

1012

0
1
1

1
0
1

1
1
0

25
3
10
38

Connection weights between the hidden and output layers

ol
o2
o3

hi
-0.1384
-0.0403
0.1529

h2
4.4681
-0.1306
-4.3768

h3
-0.1108
4.4321
-4.3434

bias
-2.2001
-2.1723
2.182

hi
0.5021
-6.0077
5.523

h2
4.5133
-4.4748
-0.0373

h3
-5.0241
6.0529
-1.0446

bias
-2.2141
2.2207
-2.204

Table 2: Classification of the reactor core state by the ANN hidden neurons' outputs

It may be seen that some of the patterns are unique, some are ambiguous, and new
subclasses are identified. Eliminating the less relevant inputs decreased the doubtful
classification rate from 6.2% to 4.8%. The use of the hidden neuron pattern decreases the
doubtful classification rate even more, to 3.8%.

The second application example is the identification of a NPP component fault by
analysis of the resulting transient data. Reifman and Vitela obtained the dynamic response
data of 20 instruments to three simulated faults, 10, 25, 40 seconds after the fault
occurrence. They trained a 20-20-3 ANN, and showed that the conjugate-gradient error
minimization was much more efficient than the back-propagation methods usually used
for training [59]. The same data was made available to me for comparison, and a 20-4-3
ANN was trained from the data at 40 seconds. The verification was made using the earlier
data, 10, 25 seconds after the fault. In 71 cases out of the 72 verification cases the faults
were classified correctly. The one wrong classification was declared to be doubtful, as the
hidden layer neurons' output pattern was unique. Two progressive retraining with the
more relevant inputs gave the minimal list of nine instruments necessary for the correct
classification. The causal indices were calculated for the two ANNs (Table 3).
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ANN
Component

Fault
Plant parameter

Quench tank pressure

Hot &cold leg A dtemp

Hot &cold leg B dtemp

Pressurizer pressure

Pressurizer water level
Pressurizer level
Reactor power %
Steam gen. A water level

Steam gen. B water level
Steam gen. A exit pres.

Steam gen. B exit pres.

HP turbine throttle, pres.
HP turbine exhaust pres.

Feedwater loop A CV dp
Feedwater loop B CV dp
Feedwater loop A inlet P
Feedwater loop B inlet P

Letdown water flow

Makeup water flow

Full
Feedwater
pump trip

-1

0

2

-7

1
0
3
-4

0
-1

-1
0
3

-22

-30
-18
-18
3

-7

Feed flow
tx fail hi

-1
1

3

8

-5
6
5
-4

-10

-5

-5

-6
-1

25
32
13
11

-4

11

Turbine CV
fail close

2

0

-5

-1

5
-7
-8
9
11
5
5
5
-1

-4
-2
4
6
1

-4

Reduced
Feedwater
pump trip

15

5

4

3

2

-25
-32
-17
-17

Feed flow
tx fail hi

-5

-12
-12

-11

-10

29
36
7
7

Turbine CV
fail close

-10

7

8

8

8

-4

-3
10
10

Table 3: Causal Indices relating the instrumentation readings to the faults

It may be seen that the Cl in the reduced ANN are much more distinct than those in the
full ANN. This effect may be used in verification of an initial classification by the full
ANN, and can be used in an explanation facility. It may be seen the thermo-hydraulic
causal relationships are correct. For example, when the feed water flow transmitter fails
high, the control system decrease the water flow rate to "correct" the flow, which would
then decrease the water level in the steam generators. Conversely, a turbine CV closure
will increase the water level in the steam generators, as no steam leaves them.

Discussion and conclusions

Reviewing the recent publications, it seems that the ANN as a tool for NPP fault
diagnostics is moving from the academic research phase to the practical demonstration
phase. The reported NPP applications are encouraging, in overcoming some of the issues
of real-time data handling, reactor core behavior change following the fuel burnup, and
operator interface. Most important is the possible gain in operator confidence and
acceptance of the ANN. Also encouraging is the possible acceptance of the ANN by the
regulators, realizing the potential safety improvement of early operator fault
identification.
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In my opinion, some of the seemingly negative aspects of the ANN modeling can be
overcome using the advanced techniques demonstrated by the two examples. It was
shown that large ANN could be efficiently trained for quick identification of faults, with
adequate confidence in the results.

The most pressing need now is for the generation of large database of simulated
transients, to be used in developing realistic, large-scale ANN NPP fault diagnostic
systems. Once developed, these systems could be tested in daily operation, with the
results proving or disproving the underlying concepts. In parallel, hybrid verification and
explanation techniques would be integrated in the diagnostic system.

The IAEA could help in this task by encouraging the owners of the NPP to collect, and
share, the simulated transient data generated during the training of the operating
personnel in identifying and overcoming possible faults.
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